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Abstract

This study presents a detailed statistical analysis uncovering the peculiar relationship between 
Democratic presidential candidate votes in Arizona and the issuance of automotive recalls by BMW of 
North America. Utilizing data repositories from the MIT Election Data and Science Lab, Harvard 
Dataverse, and the US DOT, our research team examined electoral trends from 1976 to 2020 and cross-
referenced them with BMW recall announcements. The findings revealed a remarkably high correlation 
coefficient of 0.9541353 and a strikingly significant p-value of less than 0.01. This unexpected connection 
compels us to ponder deeper into the societal, political, and potentially even automotive underpinnings at 
play. As we delve into this rather quirky correlation, we invite readers to join us on this enigmatic journey 
through the intersection of democratic preferences and mechanical malfunctions - for there may be more 
than meets the eye in this curious conundrum.

Copyleft 2024 International College.  No rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The  intricate  dance  between  politics  and
automotive  industry  dynamics  has  long
been an underexplored realm in the world of
statistical research. In this study, we set out
to  unravel  the  enigmatic  connection

between the voting behavior of Arizonians in
presidential  elections  and  the  issuance  of
automotive  recalls  by  BMW  of  North
America. With a healthy dose of skepticism
and a keen eye for correlation,  we delved
into  the  vast  expanse  of  data,  hoping  to
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shed  light  on  this  peculiar  but  potentially
revealing relationship.

As the old saying goes,  "Correlation does
not imply causation," yet our initial findings
certainly  piqued  our  curiosity.  While  some
may consider this correlation as statistically
non-sensical,  we  choose  to  approach  this
data with an open mind and a readiness to
explore  the  unexpected.  After  all,  as
researchers, we must always remain open
to the possibility that our statistical analyses
might  uncover  hidden  truths  while  also
being aware that sometimes things may just
appear  correlated  by  mere  chance  -  a
peculiar  phenomenon  we  affectionately
refer to as "statistical stardust."

The  journey  into  the  world  of  statistical
analysis,  elections,  and  the  automotive
industry is not for the faint of heart, but we
are determined to approach it  with humor,
curiosity, and a good dose of scientific rigor.
So, come along with us as we peel back the
layers  of  this  odd  connection,  unearthing
what may be a statistical  gem or perhaps
just a statistical glitch. Let us embark on this
quirky statistical expedition and explore the
improbable  landscape  where  democratic
preferences  and  automotive  malfunctions
intersect,  for  it  may  just  turn  out  to  be  a
statistical safari of unexpected discoveries.

2. Literature Review

The  realm  of  statistical  analysis  has
witnessed  a  multitude  of  perplexing
correlations  and  unexpected  relationships,
prompting  researchers  to  delve  into  the
curious  and,  at  times,  whimsical
connections  that  seemingly  defy
conventional  logic.  Our  exploration  of  the
intersection  between  political  preferences
and automotive malfunctions leads us to an
intriguing  array  of  literature  that  has,  in
various  capacities,  touched  upon  the
essence  of  unexpected  relationships  and
statistical anomalies.

Smith  et  al.  (2015)  offer  an  insightful
examination  of  political  voting  patterns  in
Arizona, underscoring the nuanced interplay
of  regional  demographics  and  electoral
behavior. Meanwhile, Doe and Jones (2018)
delve  into  the  intricacies  of  automotive
recalls,  shedding light  on the mechanisms
of safety regulation and industry responses
to  product  defects.  These  serious  and
scholarly  works  lay  the foundation for  our
quest  to  unravel  the  puzzling  correlation
between Democratic  votes  in  Arizona  and
BMW recalls in North America.

Turning  our  attention  to  broader  themes
related  to  societal  trends  and  statistical
peculiarities,  "Freakonomics" by Steven D.
Levitt  and  Stephen  J.  Dubner  (2005)
provides a thought-provoking exploration of
unconventional correlations and unexpected
causal  relationships,  inviting  readers  to
contemplate  the  hidden  forces  shaping
everyday phenomena.

In the realm of fiction, the works of Haruki
Murakami,  particularly  "Hard-Boiled
Wonderland  and  the  End  of  the  World,"
weave intricate narratives that blur the lines
between  reality  and  imagination,  leaving
readers to ponder the enigmatic  nature of
seemingly unrelated elements converging in
mysterious ways. Additionally, the absurdist
musings  of  Douglas  Adams,  as
encapsulated in "The Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy," playfully challenge the notion of
causation,  inviting readers to embrace the
whimsical possibilities embedded within the
fabric of statistical analysis.

Venturing  even  further  into  uncharted
territory,  our  literature  review  takes  an
unconventional  turn,  drawing  inspiration
from sources beyond the traditional confines
of academic discourse. The back covers of
shampoo  bottles,  with  their  whimsical
descriptions  of  botanical  blends  and
promises  of  lustrous  locks,  offer  an
unexpected  source  of  inspiration  as  we
navigate the quirky landscape of improbable
correlations, reminding us that even in the
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most  mundane  of  contexts,  unexpected
connections may lurk beneath the surface.

As we navigate this whimsical menagerie of
literature, we are reminded of the profound
complexities  that  underpin  statistical
analysis.  With  each  unexpected  turn  and
every whimsical reference, we endeavor to
maintain  a  sense  of  curiosity  and
lightheartedness, recognizing that within the
realm of statistical exploration, there is often
more than meets the eye.

3. Our approach & methods

In this study, our research team employed a
rather unconventional, yet methodologically
sound approach to unravel  the mysterious
connection  between  Democratic  votes  in
Arizona and the manifestation of automotive
recalls  by  BMW  of  North  America.  We
harnessed  the  power  of  data  science,
tossing in a pinch of statistical wizardry, and
a hefty dose of  tongue-in-cheek humor,  in
our  quest  to  shed  light  on  this  peculiar
correlation.

To  begin  our  expedition,  we  collected  an
extensive  array  of  data  from  the  MIT
Election  Data  and  Science  Lab,  Harvard
Dataverse, and the US DOT, spanning the
years  1976  to  2020.  We  curated  a
comprehensive  dataset  that  included
electoral  results  from  Arizona  and  BMW
recall  announcements,  meticulously  sifting
through the statistical haystack in search of
a needle of correlation. With a subtle nod to
the  randomness  of  data  collection,  we
embraced  the  adage  that  "correlation  can
sometimes be found where least expected,"
propelling  us  into  this  rather  offbeat
investigation.

Upon  assembling  our  dataset,  we
performed  a  series  of  rigorous  statistical
analyses,  employing  a  delightful  array  of
mathematical  tools  to  uncover  potential
patterns  in  the  data.  Our  methodological
arsenal  included  classic  correlation

analyses,  whimsical  scatter  plots,  and  a
dabble  in  regression  modeling  –  akin  to
embarking  on  a  statistical  scavenger  hunt
with a smattering of probability theory as our
trusty guide. We also introduced our data to
a seemingly capricious acquaintance known
as  the  chi-squared  test,  showcasing  that
even statistical  tests have a theatrical  flair
for the dramatic.

To  provide  a  thorough  investigation,  we
indulged  in  some  not-so-traditional  data
exploration methods, incorporating the art of
statistical  storytelling into our analysis.  We
sifted  through  the  numbers  in  search  of
subtle quirks, bizarre outliers, and whimsical
anomalies – reminding our team that even
data  has  its  idiosyncrasies,  much  like  the
characters in  a statistical  saga.  It  became
increasingly apparent  that our examination
was more than just an academic pursuit; it
was a statistical odyssey filled with curious
quirks and unexpected findings.

In  summary,  our  methodological  approach
was  a  harmonious  blend  of  traditional
statistical  techniques  and  a  sprinkle  of
statistical  serendipity.  We fervently  believe
that this mix of whimsy and scientific rigor
has allowed us to venture into the unknown
territory  of  this  peculiar  correlation,  armed
with  statistical  curiosity  and  a  touch  of
playful zest.

With our data in hand and a twinkle in our
analytical eyes, we embarked on the rather
bizarre yet  exhilarating quest  to delve into
the  statistical  realm  of  democratic
preferences  and  automotive  malfunctions,
unearthing the immeasurable bemusement
that  lies  within  this  unlikely  statistical
junction.

4. Results

We eagerly  set  out  to  unravel  the  bizarre
intertwining of democratic votes in Arizona
and the automotive recall antics of BMW of
North America. After a careful excavation of
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data  spanning  from  1976  to  2020,  we
stumbled  upon  a  correlation  coefficient  of
0.9541353 and an r-squared of 0.9103743
that left us raising our statistical eyebrows in
disbelief. The p-value of less than 0.01 only
added  to  the  perplexity,  compelling  us  to
question  whether  our  statistical  software
may  have  indulged  in  a  bit  too  much
caffeinated computation.

Fig. 1 showcases a scatterplot that displays
the  striking  correlation  between  the  two
variables, leaving us in awe of the statistical
synchronicity  at  play.  It  seems  that  as
democratic  votes  in  Arizona  swayed  in  a
certain  direction,  BMW  recalls  obediently
followed suit,  almost as if  they were lining
up  for  an  automotive  ballroom  dance
competition.

This unexpected conundrum prompts us to
ponder  the  deeper  implications  of  this
statistical  fusion. Perhaps there's a hidden
mechanism at work where political leanings
and vehicular flaws collide in a peculiar pas
de  deux.  As  we  venture  further  into  this
unprecedented  correlation,  we  invite
readers to don their statistical sleuthing hats
and  join  us  in  this  enigmatic  escapade
through the unpredictable realms of politics
and automotive malfunctions - for there may
be  a  statistical  revelation  waiting  to  be
unveiled amidst this peculiar partnership.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

5. Discussion

The unearthing of a conspicuous correlation
between Democratic  votes  in  Arizona  and
the  issuance  of  BMW  recalls  in  North
America  has  led  us  to  a  rather  peculiar
crossroads  in  statistical  exploration.  Our
findings not  only corroborate the intriguing
work of Smith et al. (2015) on political voting
patterns in  Arizona but  also align with the
comprehensive insights of  Doe and Jones
(2018)  into  the wheelings  and dealings  of
automotive  recalls,  showing  that  statistical
whimsy  can  unfold  even  in  the  most
seemingly disconnected realms. It  appears
that this statistical synchronicity has indeed
been brewing beneath the surface, waiting
for  researchers  to  unveil  its  whimsical
dance.

As  we  ponder  the  implications  of  this
unexpected correlation, we are reminded of
the thought-provoking musings of Levitt and
Dubner  (2005)  in  "Freakonomics,"  where
unconventional  correlations  are  brought  to
the forefront, leaving readers to contemplate
the enigmatic nature of seemingly unrelated
elements converging in wondrous ways. In
a  similar  vein,  the  absurdist  insights  of
Douglas Adams in "The Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy" offer a lighthearted reminder
that statistical anomalies may often venture
beyond  the  realms  of  conventional
explanation,  much like a faulty automotive
component  defying  the  laws  of  statistical
gravity.

Our  results  not  only  demonstrate  a
compelling  statistical  association  but  also
beckon  us  to  consider  the  whimsical
possibilities  embedded  within  statistical
exploration.  It  seems  as  though  the
statistical  fates  of  democratic  preferences
and mechanical malfunctions have danced
into  an  unexpected  alliance,  akin  to  a
surreptitious  rendezvous  between  political
ideologies  and  automotive  mechanics.
Perhaps  there's  a  deeper  undercurrent  of
statistical  intrigue  waiting  to  be  unearthed
amidst this improbable partnership. Are we
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witnessing a conjugal convergence of votive
vehicular vibes, or is this merely a statistical
fluke adorned with the garbs of correlation?
The  epochal  quest  to  untangle  this
enigmatic  union propels  us into  uncharted
statistical  waters,  where every unexpected
correlation demands our statistical curiosity
and a sense of humor, for within the realm
of statistical exploration, there is often more
than meets the eye.

6. Conclusion

In  wrapping  up  this  peculiar  pursuit  of
statistical  serendipity,  we  find  our  minds
boggled  yet  amused  by  the  remarkable
correlation  between  Democratic  votes  in
Arizona and BMW recalls. While we initially
approached this correlation with skepticism,
the statistically significant findings have left
us  scratching  our  heads  in  a  pleasantly
perplexed manner. It seems that, much like
a  well-timed  comedy,  the  timing  of  these
variables is almost too perfect to be purely
coincidental.  As  we  reflect  on  the  curious
dance of data, we can't help but marvel at
the statistical waltz that unfolded before our
eyes. It's as if the political winds of Arizona
were whispering directly to the BMW recall
department,  compelling  them  to  tango  in
statistical harmony.

As  we  conclude  this  research,  we  boldly
assert  that  no  further  investigations  are
needed in this curious area.  It's  not  every
day that one encounters such an amusing
statistical conundrum, and perhaps it's best
to leave this quirky correlation to stand as a
testament  to  the  whimsical  nature  of
statistical  analysis.  After  all,  in  the  grand
theater  of  research,  sometimes  the  most
unexpected  and  amusing  findings  are  the
ones that leave a lasting impression.

In the wise words of statistical humorist, we
must  always  remember  that  "a  good
correlation  is  like  a  fine  wine  -  both  are
statistical treasures worth savoring, even if
they leave us a bit tipsy with curiosity." With

that,  we bid adieu to this  statistical  safari,
leaving  behind  a  trail  of  laughter  and
statistical  stardust  that  may  continue  to
delight future researchers for years to come.
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